I found out that cafeteria has a pass through. VM
In the cafeteria, there were three big mixing bowls. BH
People that work in the cafeteria wore baseball hats CP
In the cafeteria, I found a potato peel with a potato in it. AB & P.
In the cafeteria, I saw chefs working and they were wearing white tall chef hats. EE & CP
People work in the cafeteria have to wear coats and aprons. DM
Special sinks for washing hands. AF

So much fruit at the grocery store. AB
Grocery stores have big cutters that cut meat. SD
Grocery stores have machines that wrap chicken. AHO
Grocery store has machines that wrap chicken. BH

Potatoes are roots because they are a vegetable. CP
Carrots are roots. JIC
I didn't know that sweet potatoes were a root. JEC

Spore is a part of mold. BSH
Mold actually exists. BH
Mold is on blue cheese. CP
Mold can get on towels. MM
Sometimes you can find mold on shower curtains. AH
Mold can get everywhere. CP
Mold can get on toilet paper rolls. AF

Pyramid keeps track of what you should eat. LS
No bad food, Food is not bad because all food you can eat. LS
Food gives us vitamins. LS
All food is good. AW
The small intestine is almost half the size of a football field. BH
Have to have some fats because it you don't have fats you will die. JIC
No food is bad. Because there are some foods you should not have a lot of, like sweets. BH
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